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About This Game

Early Bird Bonus: Players who purchased the Complete Bundle, Card Collection Bundle, or any Premium Boosters for Magic
2015 prior to 11/5/2014 automatically get the Garruk’s Revenge expansion campaign added to their account as a bonus! Simply

update Magic 2015 to the latest version, start the game, and the expansion campaign will be there waiting for you!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GARRUK'S REVENGE EXPANSION NOW AVAILABLE!

Walk in the footsteps of the Multiverse's greatest hunter. Featuring additional campaign levels, challenges, and new cards to
collect, you take on the role of Garruk and hunt your prey across the planes!

-Explore the fan-favorite plane of Alara to unlock powerful new cards -Take on the role of Garruk and use his evolving deck to
hunt your prey -Win Battle Boosters through Multiplayer to expand your card collection

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hunt bigger game on a bold new adventure with Magic 2015—Duels of the Planeswalkers! Command powerful creatures and
wield devastating spells to defeat your opponents in this epic game of strategy.

Hone your skills as you battle your way across the planes of the Multiverse. Beware though, Planeswalker. Your biggest danger
lies ahead. Garruk Wildspeaker, the greatest hunter known, has fallen under the curse of the Chain Veil. He now mercilessly

stalks his own kind. Find him and stop him ... before he finds you!
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Explore the rich storyline of Magic 2015 and sharpen your game:
• The best way to learn to play Magic: A detailed tutorial makes it easy to get started.

• Deck building: Open virtual booster packs of Magic cards to build decks and battle in single- and multi-player modes.
• Hours of gameplay: Travel across five different fantastic planes, battle incredible creatures, and save the Multiverse from a

terrible fate.

*Premium Boosters purchased individually or in bundles can be opened once you’ve completed the Innistrad Chapter.
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This game like most of the older Hidden Expedition games does not run well on Windows 10. When you quit the game, Steam
still shows it as "Running". Also the graphics resolution is horrible on a high-end system, with no way to adjust it either. Yet, it's
still fun to play, but a little annoying with no tutorials or instructions as what to do.. Guess you have to guess what you're
supposed to do.. A great game and a great DLC. My only complaint about it is that the figurines are 2d. I wouldn't expect the
developers to model 3d figs just for this DLC, but they are really hard to see. If they had been made into thicker "beveled" 3d
figurines that would have been nice.. Very powerful engine. A very pleasing game. The graphics are adequate, although it's not
that important here. It feels well designed, without bugs, super fast (loading, opening) and super light. The sort of things you
sometimes get from indie developers.
I put is on the same shelf as Mount & Blade and Banished.. A brilliant game that has the player work against other companies to
gain dominance over the Solar System.. Finding review ...
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Short and creepy, it got me a few times. I kept clicking to see if there was any interaction, but it's only the view. Which can be
good enough for this length. The audio at the begining was really low for me and I think I missed some dialogue that was
essential, but once things progressed I started hearing more clearly. Run your family through the tutorial and then put them in
this thing. See how far they jump!. good tower defense game can't say but the music in the game is
AWESOMEEEEEEEEEEEE I wish they add more songs

though the graphics did not impress me and I licked it simple tower defense !!!!

;-). Came for the fresh gameplay, stayed for the incredible lore.. Everything started pretty well.
But then WASD keys stopped working.
I had to use the arrow keys instead.
This was kind of OK, but the Q,F,Z,X, etc. keys stopped working, too
So, I couldn't:
- heal;
- change bombs;
- change weapons.

The game is literally unplayable now.
I've tried rebooting my computer, starting a new game from scratch, reinstalling it, but nothing seems to help.

0/10 as it's impossible to play this game.. Every time I scroll through my library, this one always reminds me of being the
possibly worst ever purchase.. I wasn't expecting much from this game. It is a casual approach on Nancy Drew adventures, and I
am a fan of original series. I clearly see how this game coud be as good as the other games, but it just didn't happen.
It feels like the creation of this game was rushed, so the controls aren,t polished, the mini-games could have a tweak here and
there, and the game mechanics cause some absurd things, like a photo camera requiring the batteries to take the negatives out,
and, right after that, Nancy taking out the negatives and putting them onto the table in direct white light (IRL that would ruin the
picture, that's why we needed that red lightbulb in the first place).
The attempt to make the dialog feel more like a game has its ups and downs - while I enjoy the possibility of saying something
wrong if I'm not paying enough attention, Nancy pausing mid-sentence just feels wrong.
It could be much better.
i would rather recommend playing other games from Nancy Drew series.
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